Vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) method has become one of the few and most powerful bottomup single crystal nanowire growth techniques in nanotechnology due to its easy scalability from micro to nano feature sizes, high throughput, relatively low cost, and its applicability to various semiconductor materials. On the other hand, control of growth direction and crystal orientation of nanowires, which determine their electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, stand as major issues in VLS technique. In this study, we demonstrate new vapor-liquid-solid glancing angle deposition (VLS-GLAD) fabrication approach to make well-ordered arrays of crystalline semiconductor nanowires with controlled geometry. VLS-GLAD is a physical vapor deposition based method and utilizes selective deposition of source atoms onto metal catalyst nanoislands placed on a crystal wafer. VLS-GLAD incorporates an obliquely incident flux of source atoms and selective deposition on catalyst islands is achieved by "shadowing effect". This geometrical process combined with conventional VLS growth mechanism leads to growth of crystalline semiconductor nanowire arrays tilted towards the incoming flux. In this study, we report morphological and structural properties of tilted single crystal germanium nanowire arrays fabricated by using conventional thermal evaporation system. In addition to the tilted geometry, by introducing substrate rotation, nanowires with various morphologies including helical, zigzag, or vertical shapes can be fabricated. Engineering crystalline nanowire morphology by using VLS-GLAD have the potential of enabling control of optical, electrical, and mechanical properties of these nanostructures leading to the development of novel 3D nano-devices.
INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology is a rapidly expanding interdisciplinary field, promising novel devices for broad range of applications. Quantum effects and surface to volume ratio of nanostructures are strongly size dependent, and redefine material properties at nanoscale. Therefore enabling material fabrication and characterization techniques are critical for the development of nanodevices. Over the past decades, a vast amount of research work focused on controlled fabrication and characterization of 0D nanodots [1] , 1D nanowires [2] and 2D layers [3] . On the other hand, fabrication of well controlled 3D nanostructures in specific shape, size, and crystal structure is a still a big challenge.
About a half century ago, Wagner and Ellis demonstrated homoepitaxial growth of crystal silicon wires (or whiskers) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of silicon atoms trough small droplets of metal catalyst [4] [5] [6] . They showed that at elevated temperatures metal-Si eutectic formation was followed by the growth of crystalline silicon wires and called this mechanism vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth. As an alternative approach to this CVD based VLS method, physical vapor deposition (PVD) based VLS techniques have also been developed [7] .
Meantime, VLS method has become one of the few and most powerful bottom-up single crystal nanowire growth techniques in nanotechnology due to its easy scalability from micro to nano feature sizes, high throughput, relatively low cost and its applicability to various semiconductor materials [2] . Individual VLS grown nanowires have been studied for a wide range of device applications including p-n junction diodes [8] , light emitting diodes (LEDs) [9] , photodetectors [10] , field effect transistor (FETs) [11] , logic gates [12] , sensors [13] , nanogenerators [8] , and solar cells [14] [15] [16] . On the other hand, control of growth direction and crystal orientation, which determine their electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, stand as major issues in VLS technique at wafer scale fabrication [17] .
Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) technique [18] , also called oblique angle deposition [19] , provides the capability of fabrication 3D nanostructure arrays [20] . GLAD technique relies on the "shadowing effect," where atoms depositing obliquely on to the substrate may not lower height points on due to the neighboring taller structures. Taller points capture most of the flux and and therefore shadowed shorter ones cannot grow. During GLAD, nanowire arrays can be grown on specific locations by sample patterning using conventional micro-and nanolithography techniques [20] . Controlling deposition parameters allows synthesis of three dimensional nanorods [18] . On the other hand, conventional GLAD is not an effective method to fabricate single crystal "non-metallic" or "semiconductor" nanowires, and typically results in polycrystalline [21] or amorphous [22] semiconductor or non-metallic nanostructures. Yet, selfcatalyst indium thin oxide [23] and catalyst assistant carbon nanowire [24] growth has been achieved to some extent during GLAD.
In this work, we report a new vapor-liquid-solid glancing angle deposition (VLS-GLAD) approach for the growth of single crystal semiconductor nanowire arrays with a controlled geometry. Different than conventional CVD or PVD based VLS methods, VLS-GLAD can allow the control of nanowire growth due to the anisotropy in the direction catalyst island is fed, leading to the arrays of tilted nanowires. Engineering crystalline nanowire morphology by using VLS-GLAD have the potential of enabling control of optical, electrical, and mechanical properties of these nanostructures leading to the development of novel 3D nano-devices.
EXPERIMENT
As a first step, well-ordered gold catalyst nanoislands on silicon (100) wafer are fabricated by nanosphere lithography (NSL) [25] technique. 490 nm diameter polystyrene (PS) nanospheres are self-assembled into double layer hexagonal closely packed (hcp) by using convectional self-assembly method [26] . Next, nanospheres are etched under oxygen plasma, in order to increase the gaps in between them. These nanospheres are used as a shadow mask for 100 nm thin film Au evaporation and are lifted-off by immersing into toluene for 15 minutes. Next, samples are rinsed with deionized water and dried with nitrogen gas.
Following the well-ordered gold nanoisland fabrication, sample was heated up to 400 o C, and a flux of evaporated germanium atoms was directed to gold nanoislands at a deposition angle of 85 o . Both gold and germanium evaporation were performed by using conventional thermal evaporation technique at the base pressure of about 1 × 10 −6 mbar and working pressure of 1 × 10 −5 mbar. Deposition rate of gold and germanium were measured by quartz crystal microbalance. Finally, gold catalyst on top of germanium nanowires is removed by using Transene gold etchant TFA. JEOL 7000F scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to investigate morphology of Ge nanowires and JEOL JEM 2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) is used to analyze crystal structure of these nanowires.
DISCUSSION
We fabricated well-ordered gold catalyst nanoislands by using nanosphere lithography technique. Figure 1a shows top view scanning electron microscope image of hexagonally closed packed double layer polystyrene nanospheres of 490 nm diameter. In order to increase the gaps between the nanospheres, they were etched in oxygen plasma and their diameter was decreased as shown in figure 1b. Etched nanospheres were used as a shadow mask for 100 nm thin film gold deposition. Depositing thin film gold layer on top of nanospheres filled the gaps and after nanosphere lift-off hexagonal patterned gold catalyst nanoislands were obtained as shown in figure 1c .
(a) (b) (c) Figure 1 Top view scanning electron microscope image of hexagonally closed packed double layer polystyrene nanospheres of 490 nm diameter (a), nanospheres after oxygen etching and gold nanoisland after 100 nm thin film gold deposition and nanosphere lift-off. Scale bar is 500 nm.
Following patterned catalyst nanoisland fabrication on crystalline silicon wafer, sample was heated up to 400 o C, and a flux of evaporated germanium atoms was directed to gold nanoislands at a deposition angle of θ = 85 o . At high deposition angles with respect to substrate normal, incoming atoms selectively deposit on catalyst islands due to "shadowing effect", forms eutectic, supersaturate the liquid island, and deposit to the bottom crystalline surface to initiate the hetero-epitaxial nanowire growth. As the deposition progresses, other atoms follow the similar process making the nanowire longer and longer but still keeping the catalyst metal island on the wire tip. In figure 2 scanning electron microscope images reveal that all nanowires are affected from the oblique incidence flux of germanium atoms and formed tilted nanowires along the flux direction. Gold catalyst can be seen on top of each nanowire. Different than conventional CVD or PVD based VLS methods, anisotropy in the direction catalyst island is fed leads to the arrays of tilted nanowires. Nanowire growth is not uniform and shorter nanowires are shadowed by taller nanowires during growth. On the other hand, crystalline silicon wafer without any gold catalyst does not show similar nanowire growth behavior at the same deposition conditions, instead porous thin film germanium with tilt towards the flux direction is obtained as shown in figure 3 .
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we showed a new vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) based nanowire fabrication approach to fabricate well-ordered arrays of crystalline semiconductor nanowires. This new nanowire fabrication approach enables control on feature size, shape, and alignment of nanowires. Engineering crystalline nanowire morphology by using VLS-GLAD can enable the control of optical, electrical, and mechanical properties of nanostructures leading to the development of novel 3D electronic and optoelectronic devices such as solar cells, photodetectors, and light emitting diodes.
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